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SHEEP

I. History.

Early Domestication.

Sheep are probably the oldest of the domestic animals. Man's first
wealth was reckoned in terms of flocks and herds. Sheep are mentioned
in early Biblical history; Abel became a shepherd. Biblical history
also teachec that sheep, particularly lambs, were the symbol of in-
nocence and purity. Sheep herding was the most ancient and honorable
calling of men.

Sheep in Spain.

"About the middle of the first century, Columella selected some of the
best specimens of the Tarentine sheep, and took them to Spain. There

they were greatly invigorated by the crossinE with Sr.anish ard African
rams. The result was the type of sheep which eventually developed into
the Spanish Merino, and from the Spanish Merino there later evolved all
the Merino breeds which now form the basis of sheep breeding." - Horlacher.

Migratory.

There were large flocks ovmed 'a the nobility and clergy. They drove
them from the lowlands to the high mountains in summer, and returned
with them in the fail. The distance was about four hundred miles,
and the sheep numbered about 10,000,000 that made this annual jour-
ney. They thought this summering in the mountains would improve the
wool, which probably didn't happen, hut they developed a stamina and
flocking instinct which has been of inestimable value to the sheep
industry. These sheep were imo as "Transhumates".

Stationary.

The stationary, or Estantes, flocks were ovned by the poorer classes.
They were of two kinds, a course wooled sheep, with wool about eight
inches long, and a fine wooled sheep. "Their contribution to the
sheep husbandry of the world was practically nothing'. - Iiorlacher.

Character of the Spanish Merino.

"The head of the Merino is small, short, and of medium width. Most
rams have horns, while the ewes are hornless. The lips and nostrils
are white. On the muzzle part of the nose, and on the ears are fine,
silky white hairs. The ears are small. The neck is thin and the
shoulders very sloping, the chest narrow afld deep, the back of medium
width and lacking somewhat in straightness, the rump steep, the thighs
thin, and the legs small and fine. The skin is bright pink, with a
varying number of wrinkles over the body. The fleece covers the
entire body and legs excepting the arm pits. The wool should cover
all of the head. excepting the lower end of the nose. Frequently the
eyes are hidden by the wool, an undesirable feature. Merino wool is
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the finest produced in America . . . average diameter 1/1194 inch.
Merinoes shear 20 to 30 per cent of the weight of the carcess."

- Horlacher,

C. Sheep in England.

Early.

"About the year 1500 Spain and England were the leading sheep count-
nec of the world. The history of sheep in England dates back to
the earliest records. The first mention 01 sheep is in a document
of 712 A,1D., where the price of an animal was placed at one shilling.
British wool was considered by the Romans as an object of luxury.
They established a wool factory at Winchester, the fabrics of which
became a subject of favorable comment by Roman historians. By the
beginning of the thirteeflth century England was the great wool pro-
ducing country of Europe, and was furnishing the weavers of Flanders
their wool to such en extent that it was considered good policy for
Flanders to keep peace with England." Horlacher.

Events effecting sheep raising.

The Angles oiid the Saxons brought with them to England a meagre 1ow-
ledge of spinning and weaving. In the very early times the English
product was not as good as that of the continent. Flemish weavers
gradually settled in England and improved the product.

"Henry II, who reigned from 1139 to 1154, inaugurated guilds of
weavers and granted the city of London the exclusive right to ex-
port woolen cloth." Other legislation followed which was intended
to improve the industry. In 1348 England was visited by the black
death. This oncouragod the sheep business because there was idle
ground and labor was scarce, but by 1489 there was sufficient un-
employment that legislation was passed restricting sheep raising.
The English system was very difforent from the Snanish. Instead of
developing one breed adapted to a wide variety of conditions they
developed many breeds, each adapted to a local condition.

Robert Bakewellts method.

tThere came a time, however, when wool began to decline in price,
and the demand for meat to supply the manufacturing tovms began to
increase. British sheep were only fair meat producers. The first
man to sense this change was Robert Bakewell, who lived from 1725
to 1794. From Bakewell's time date the beginnings of the improve-
ment of the present-day mutton breeds. Bakewell did his breeding
work with the sheep of Loicestershire. These sheep were rangy, tall,
ungainly, and late maturing and produced coarse wool. He developod
thorn into sheep that were moro compact, earlier maturing, and more
easily fattened. Bakcwell's results attracted wide attention, hut
the methods ho followed wore largely kept secret. The important
thing is that ho discovered a short cut to animal improvement when
he demonstrated that rapid improvement could be made by mating to-
gether animals that were closely related. This principle later was
applied not only to sheep but also to other kinds of livestock, end
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Enlend became the cradle icr more improved breeds of livestock har

any other country." - Horlachor.

B. Sheep raising and its relation to the industrial development of a country

Sheer industry is especially well adantod to a now country, particularly
the production of wool. Shoop can graze end do well in a rough, rocky
or arid climate, or in a high mountainous region. Wool is especially
well suited to this sort of country with its lack of transportation fac-
ilities, because of the ease with which it can be transported and the fact
that it is not perishable. As a country devolopos and the better lands
are put under cultivation the sheep must naturally move farther back or
change to a mutton type, or a dual purpose type.

E. Shoeo in tha United States.

Colonial.

When im.erica was discovered there were no shoeo here as we imow them.
There wore, and still are, the "Big Horn" sheep, which are wild sheep
that inhabit the higher regions of the Rocky Mountains. The Spanish
writers referred to thorn as the sheep of California. Columbus brought
some sheep from the Canary Islands on his second voyage. These were
landed at Isabella in December, 1493. When Menondoz conquered
Florida in 1565 he took with him a number of Spanish sheep. Sheep

were intrOduced into California in 1773. Sheop wore introduced into
Jamestown, Virginia, in 1609. The Embargo Act was passed in 1307
and the non-intercourse Act was passed in 1809. These prohibited
trade tOtwoon the United Statos and foreign countries. Comerce
immediately changed to manufacturing. This made a demand for fine
wool. By 1810 there was a craze for I'ierino sheep. Two rams and two
owes were sold at 150O.0O each. The importations of 1810 and 1811
gave the United States about 20,000 erino sheep. This was stopped
by the War of 1812, end when tho war was over it w's found. that there
wore heter sheep hero then were obtainable in Spain. There came a
collapse in the market and the craze ended in 1816. But it had been
demonstrated that Merino sheep were well adapted to this country.

Change centers of sheen populution1

In 1840 the sheep population was 19,000,000. The center of popu-
lation was thirty miles north of Altoona, Pennsylvania. In 1850
the center of the sheep population had movod to Beverly, Ohio.

The center of the sheep population/a3arrison, Ohio in 1860; West-
field, Illinois in 1870; Edina, Missouri in 1880; Clarinda, Iowa in
1890; Ploasant.on, Nebraska in 1900; Simmer, Nebraska in 1910; Im-
perial, Nebraska in 1920. The year 1900 marked the peak of the
sheep production, Wyoming had fifty-five sheep per capita.

F. Historr of sheep in Australia.

1. Date of introduction.

Native sheep from the Cape of Good Hope were introduced into Aust-
ralia in 1788. The first Merino importation from the Cape was in

1789, by Captain Henry Waterhouse. in English company wc.s formed
by Captain McArthur in 1803. They founded a large estate in
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* United States Year Book.

Australia 1923-4 560,581,200
United States 1924 282,330,000
Argentina 1923 279,392000
Now Zealand 1923-4 208,978,900
Union of Suth Africa 1923 180,000,000
Russia 1923 208,085,000
United Kingdom 1923 103,000,000
Spain 1924 95,005,000
Uruguay 1923 95,000,000
China 1923 78,000,000

Tasmania and imrorted Merinoos from Saxony, end mutton breeds from
England

Dcvelopment and breeds.

After 1830 groat progress was made in the wool growing industry.
The boom burst in 1839. Recovery began in 1845. The development
of the refrigerated steen ship opened a market for mutton which
caused the introduction of rams of the mutton broods and cross
breeding has since been practiced. However, the influence of the
Merino blood causes their mutton to sell for from three to five
cents a pound less than mutton from New Zealand.

Systems used.

The Crown Lands are leased on long term contracts which give them a
decided advantage over the American sheep men. The most serious
drawbacks are the droughts which occur with more or loss regularity,
ravages by the rabbits, the encroachment of prickly pears upon the
range, and the lack of adequate transportation facilities.

II. Present Status of the industry in Different Countries.

A. The ton leading countries in order of number of sheep with sheep population.

Russia 1928 123,810,000
Australia 1929 106,000,000
United States 1929 47,509,000
Union of South Africa 1928 42,662,000
Argentina 1927 38,000,000
China 1929 35,000,000
New Zealand 1929 29,051,000
British India 1928 23,350,000
Spain 1927 20,520,000
TJruguay 1929 19,358,000
England and Wales 1929 16,103,000
Turkey (Europe and Asia) 1927 10,156,000

B. The ten leading wool countries with production in pounds. *



C. The ten loading States
in order of importance.

Texas
Cifornja
Montana
Wyoming
Utah
Colorado
Oregon

( 3) New Iexico
( 9) Idaho
(10) Ohio
(ii) Michigan

Novada
Arizona

III. Types of sheep Husbandry.

A. Open range.

named

Southwestern ranges.

a. Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado.

Calif onna,

Northwestern ranges.

a. Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Utah, Nevada, Washington, Oregon.

Range necessity.

Three to fifteen acres per sheep.
Cost twelve to fourteen cents per sheep per season.

13. Fenced range.

Fenced range must be owned as it is unlawful to fence the public domc.in.

C. Hurdle.

This is done mostly in England. The sheep are confined within a portable
fence, the lambs tire allowed to go through creeps into an enclosure whore

the food is fresh, and then when eaton sufficiently the per. is moved.
This allows the ewe to finish that which was partially eaten by the lambs.

P. Farm Flocks.

These are the various methods usod in the middle west whore t}e main use
of the sheep is to destroy woods, and not production for either wool or
mutton.

of the United States in wool production

1929 5,052,000
1929 3,846,000
].929 r 761,000
1929 3,448,000

1929 2,865OOO
1929 2,780,000
1929 250l,O0O
1929 2,362,000
1929 2,216,000

1929 2,154,000

1929 1,380,000

1929 1,259,00

1929 1,109,000



V, Broods of sheep.

A. Shrorshire.

1. History.

Developed from Morf a Common, Cannock Chase, Longmad, and Whittington
Heath. Those wore all a poor quality of sheep from. f most ovary
point. Later Southdown and Loicost.or wore used, end finally by sel-
ection the brood was established. The greatest improvment was
made by Samuel Moire and George Aduoy - not in class with Robrt
Bakowoil. The most important work was done after 1850. The type
was fixed by close brooding. It was recognized as a brood in 1859.

Ilorlachor, pages 125-6

It was first introduced in America in 1855. After 1830 many im-

portations were made into the Corn Bolt States. Much interest was

shown in the brood at the Yorld's Colwnbian Exposition in 1893. In

the next few years large numbers wore imported.

Description.

Of medium size, larger than Southdown, smaller than the Hampshire.
Mature rams - 175-250, lbs.
Mature owes - 140-130 lbs.
Wool - 2- to 3 inches, weighs 8 to 10 lbs.
Usually grades 3/8 blood combing.
Ears- sa11 pointed, semi erect, attached slightly lower on head than

Southdovm.
Wool on logs to ground, and on face to nose, which is black.

P10p01ti05.

They have a natural place in the Corn Belt States. Not a good average
sheop for this country. Carcass rates next to Southdown.

Distribution.

They are widely distributed throughout the world. The most popular

breed in the United States and Canada. - Horlachor.

B. Hampshire.

1. History.

a. Developed in South Central England. Dovolopod from Wiltshire
Loaned sheep and Berkshire inot and Southdown. The two former

were hardy and could travel long distances, but were "rangy",

coarse, narrow bodied, large headed sheep. Mr. Humphrcys was the
most important breeder in England. They wore recognised as a. breed

by the Ioya1 Agricultural Society of England in 1861.



ID. ImDortations.

First importation was in 1355, but not many wore imported until
after 1880. The brood became popular in Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin,
arid later in Kentucky and Idaho.

Description.

Mature rams - 250-300 lbs.
Mature owes - 175-225 lbs.
Fleece - 3 inches, Weiht - 7 to 10 lbs.
Grade - 1/ to 3/8
Ears - large, long, free of wool, drooping.
Grow wool on checks.
Tendency toward Roman nose.

Properties.

Lambs noted for early maturity. In England ram lambs are sold for
service at seven to eight months of ago. In the West Hampshire rams
cross exceedingly well with grade Rambouillet owes for early lamb

market.

Distribution.

Distributed widely throughout the world. Have been imported into
every sheep nroducing country in tho world. In the United Statos
it is one of the loading breeds.

C. Southdovms.

1. History.

Develonmont.

Originated in the South Douns of England Sussex County, in

Southeastern England, and is at present the home of the Southdown.
The topography of the region calls for a small, active sheep.
John EliTnan, of Glyndo, Sussex County, was the premier brooder
who did the most to improve the brood.

Imrortritions.

Imrortations arc bown as early as 1803. Kentucky was among the
first of the States to adopt the brood.

2. Description.

It is a small brood.
Rams weigh 175 to 225 lbs.
Ewes weigh 125 to 160 lbs.
Fleece weighs 5 to 8 lbs.
Grado 3/B to 1/2.
licad short, squaro built, nose covered with fine hair which ranges in
color from mealy to dark browi. Extreme dark color not popular. Small
amount of wool on the chocks. Horns disqualify thorn. Ears small, round.



semi erect. For complete description see Horlacher, page 120.
They arc the best of the mutton breeds.

Propertios

a. Etraordinary quality of mutton. For crossing it has no equal for

quality end ease of breeding. Lambs do not grow quite as rapidly

as Hampshircs. It is the best mutton carcass.

Distribution.

Has boon used in every country of the world where mutton is produced.
Found in the United States mostly in Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, end
the Now England States.

D. Oxford.

History.

a. Development.

Develored in Oxforclshiro, South Contral England. Samuel Druco,
of Emsham, was the leading brooder in the development of the
Oxford. Brooding began about 1830 by crossing Cotswold rams and
Hampshire ewes. Since 1854 the broed has boon kept free of
either Ootswold or Haimshiro blood. It was given official recog-
nition by the F:oyl Show in 1862.

Imoortat ions.

The first imnortation into America was in 1846. Not much imnort-
ing into America until after the civil war. More population in
Canada and the northern StLtes,

Description.

It is the largest of the "Dovi" breeds,
Reins 275-300 lbs.
Ewes - 200-or more.
Fleece - 10 to 12 lbs.
Length - 3 to 4 inches.
Grade - 3/8 to 3/4 comhin.
Has less restrictions on face and log colorings than any other breed,
also more lenient in amount of wool on face end legs.
Color - generally brom wIth splash of lighter color pormittod.
The head is charactorizod by "foretop" and "Roman nose", hut not as
pronounced as in the Hampshire breed.

Properties.

They withstand extreme cold unusually well, end cross wall with
Merino ewes. The mutton is not as fine a quality as other Dowii
breeds, because of I ety back, which was derived from the Cotswold
blood.



4. Distribution.

More popular in England and the northern States. Mutton is too

large for the most desired te on the American market.

E. Corridale.

1. History.

Development.

James Little made the first cross of Rorrcey and Marina in 1865.
This was in the PrOvince of Canterbury in South Island of New
Zealand. Ho followed up this work end in 1878 biht 4000 largest
framed Merino 'ees end bred thorn to Lincoln rams. This work was

done near the of Corrid1o, hence the name.

In 1914 the United States irmorted. 75 head, end F. S. King, of
Laromie, Viyorning, imported six head. Imnortations have been
light, probably duo to the fact that efforts ore being made to
develop a breed from similar foendations in this country. So

far we have been unable to "fix' the characters as wel.1 as they
have.

2. Properties.

Two year rems should weigh 350 lbs.
Fleece woiehs 10 to 28 lbs.
Grades as 3/3 combing.
Head - hold, denoting hardiness of constitution, face open so sheep
con see rheie to graze.
The top of the poll is covered with wool. Neck is full, thick, deep.

The tail is sot high.
Leg of mutton full and covered. Legs free of wool below the bices.
Legs and face are white.

3. Distribution,

Not much distribution. Used mostly in New Zealand. it is, however,

one of the most promising breeds for our ranges if they become common
enough, and the price is put within the reach of the average breeder.

F, Ramhouillet.

1. Pistorv.

a. Development.

At Ramboulliet, Franca. Good. frame. They arc pure erino blood
imported from Spain in 1785. Tn 1801 there was smother importation,

but not as good a quality. From 1786 to 1800 attention was given
to the Carcass. The largest sheep were produced in 1840, and by
1845 attention was turned to the fleece.



b. Importations,

First importation was in 1840. But in 1893 the t'Elphnntino
ierinoes" (by Count Hornoycr), as they wore called - from that

time on the,r have hold a front line position in our sheep in-
dstry,

2.. Description.

There is no standard of perfection for the Rambouillet. In many
respects it varies almost as much as the morican ILorino. The
head is large, with white, silky hair on the nose and ears. The
oars ore large, with a slIght droop. Rams may he horned or horn-
loss, ;d-iilo CTOS have no horns. The body should be of good mutton
forat, The breders of the West demand a large, smooth sheep, strong
and robust, with wool of a medium shrink. These sheep shear more
easily end have lighter pelts. Eastern breeders prefer more folds
end wrinkles, with more emphasis upon fleece than upon mitten ccn-
formation. Recognizing these difficultues, a few of our larger
shows have provided two classes, B end C. Those exhibited in class
B are the sheep with heavy fleece development and wrinkles on the
body, while those in class C are the smooth sheep with a few light
folds on the neck and no wrinkles on the body. The fleece is close
end comact, with some coarseness on the large neck folds. The wool
of the smooth sheep is longer and contains less yolk thou that of
the winklcd sheep. The length varies from 1 to 2 inches. The
typical Ranbouillet fleece is slightly coarser then that of the
1erino and has a light buff yolk. Tiost breeders emphasize wool
covering over the face sometimes to the extent of wool blindness.
This is undesirable for Western range sheep. Mature rams in
breeding end cord.ition should weigh from 225 to 250 pounds; ewes
should weigh from L0 to 170 pounds. R055 in one year produce 15
to 20 pounds of wool end eves 10 to 2 pounds.

3. Distribution..

Distribution is extremely wide. They are to be found in practically
every sheep producing country in the world. Very wide distribution
in America, Australia and New Zea1\d.

V. Range Llariagorioiit,

A. Suitable broods and crosses.

1. Gregariousness.

Range sheep must have some Merino blood to inherit the flocking
instinct, which permits large numbers to he handled by the minimum
number of hor9:rs Two methods of herding are used, namely - the
open and closed. In the open method the sheep are allowed to
scatter over a considerable territory mid are only gathered together
closely at night when they are bedded doei. In the closed type they
are kept closely bunched, which is loss desirable because only tho
sheep in front get the choice feed, and the amount of dust created
oftentimes developos nasal diffIculties to those that are in the rear.



2. For range condition the sheep must be of a rugged tyoe that have
the endurance to travel considerable distance in a day and climb
ahou over the rough rocky portions o:r the mountains. There is
nothi' e:ual to a sheep to transform the flara of the inoxessible
piac: o the mountains to something that i.S useful to mrnl:ind,
namely - clothing and meat. (See Coffey, page 400; Horlacker,
page 40 and Potter).

B. Summer rr.ne.

Tcss

Surne reny s include national forest, public domain, indien and
Raj1rcj l'd; of the high altitudes.

Cost.,

The cost of this varies depending upon the owi'aorship, quality of
food arid the winter supely. It is usually purchased by the Season
and by the head.

Location in Arizona.

All of the northern part of the State and the high altitudes, in-
eluding the White Mountains, end the mountains about Flagstf
are desirable summer range in Arizona.

Breeding. (Ilorlacker, page 212).

The process mown as "flushing" is to put the ewes on exceptionally
good feed and give then a little grain f or about two week preceeding
the brooding season. The time to breed denends upon the time labs
are desired. In Arizona lambing in the Valley usually occurs in
November end December, end these lambs are ready f or market in
March. Those that lamb on the desert usually lamb in February and
March, and they are ready for market in August from the range. The
length of gestation period is approximately 127 days.

C. Winter Management.

1. Pasture.

In Arizona the sheep are usually brought to the lower altitudes for
the winter, and in an average winter they will get along very well
on the desert, end in exceptionally dry winters some hay and cotton
seed cake is usually feed. The ewes that are pastured on alfalfa
and barley arc usually bred to lamb in November end December, end
this abundance of feed naturally produces a heavy flow of milk Which
encourages the ranid development of the lamb, Some breeders Ta.kc
it a practice of brining o:Py their broken mouthed ewes to t13 al]ey
to be pastured 'n r.lf:Jfn and barley, and then they are sent to
market at the same time that. the lambs go. Those breed-c; riievc
that once a owe 1as r. aturod cri such lwuriant feed thaI; the'.1' not
again "rustle" or tho mountain ranges.



Lambing.

An esDecially interesting discussion of this will be found in Ir.
Potter's book "Western Livestock anagement". In the Valleys of

Arizona lambing pens are usually constructed in the open without
any shelter. One of the more important types consists of long
allies with pens about four by six feet on either side. Caretakers

are constantly there night end day. As soon as the lambs are born

the ewes and lambs are placed in one of the small pens. I the

event of twins this prevents the ewes from taking one lamb and
wandering away baying the other to die. As soon as she recognizes
that she owns two lambs, which is usually within 24 hours, she is
put out in another similar alley where there are other ewes and their
lambs. This prevents the ewes rind lambs from becoming separated by
such a distance that it would preclude their finding one another
again. After 24 hours in this pen they are turned into a small
pasture where they can be watched, and any lost lambs returned to
their mothers. After a few days there thQy arc ready for the large
pastures or open range. A ewe recognizes her lamb by the sense of
smell mid not by sight, hence it is difficult to make a owe mother
a lamb not her own. her her own lamb has died it is skinned and the
pelt put upon a imab which the rnor closures to make her own. She

will usually take the lamb then without any further trouble. When
this fails the ewe is usually tied with a short rope by her forefect
and th lamb put in the pen with her. This prevents her from turning
around and butting the lamb, and after it krs nursed a few times she
will usually own it. When all these things fail the presence of a
strange do will often bring out the mother instinct in the ewe to
protect her young, rind cause her to own it at once.

Shearing.

The day of the hand shearing is over. The power shearors are of
two types. One in which an engine drives a line shaft with a power
take-off for each shearer. The other type consists of an electric
generator operated by a gas engine, and each shearing machine is
powered by an individual motor. This equipment is all portable end
belong to men who make shearing their business. They begin in Arizona
and Southern Texas very early in the winter and gradually work north
usually completing the hands in Iviontana and Wyoming in July and

August. °ftentimes these men set ut their eQuipment at a central
point, and the sheep for many miles around are brought to them. As

soon as the sheep are sheared they have to be branded again, and
of course the lambs have to be branded before they go upon the
open range. These brands are made with a point like substance iovm
as "branding fluid", but should be something that will "scour out"
in the scouring process at the woolen mills as the wool buyers will
make a substantial reduction in their offôrs if it does not.

Vi. ivnrketing.

A. Lambs and Culls. (Horiacker, page 282; Craig, page 235).

1. Season.

The season at which to food lambs for market varies with the age
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of the lambs and the market, which makes it too big a subject for
discussion here. Use the refrnces indictod.

Marketing Centers.

Shipping Directions.

. Grades of mutton sheeD. (Coffey, page 37).
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